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The complexity of the absorption spectrum of NO2 can be attributed to a conical intersection of the
potential energy surfaces of the two lowest electronic states, the electronic ground state of2A1

symmetry and the first electronically excited state of2B2 symmetry. In a previous paper we reported
on the feasibility of using the hyperfine splittings, specifically the Fermi-contact interaction, to
determine the electronic ground state character of the excited vibronic states in the region just above
the conical intersection; 10 000 to 14 000 cm21 above the electronic ground state. High-resolution
spectra of a number of vibronic bands in this region were measured by exciting a supersonically
cooled beam of NO2 molecules with a narrow-band Ti:Sapphire ring laser. The energy absorbed by
the molecules was detected by the use of a bolometer. In the region of interest, rovibronic
interactions play no significant role, with the possible exception of the vibronic band at
12 658 cm21, so that the fine- and hyperfine structure of each rotational transition could be analyzed
by using an effective Hamiltonian. In the previous paper we restricted ourselves to an analysis of
transitions of theK250 stack. In the present paper we extend the analysis to transitions of the
K251 stack, from which, in addition to hyperfine coupling constants, values of theA rotational
constants of the excited NO2 molecules can be determined. Those rotational constants also contain
information about the electronic composition of the vibronic states, and, moreover, about the
geometry of the NO2 molecule in the excited state of interest. The results of our analyses are
compared with those obtained by other authors. The conclusion arrived at in our previous paper that
determining Fermi-constants is useful to help characterize the vibronic bands, is corroborated. In
addition, theA rotational constants correspond to geometries that are consistent with the electronic
composition of the relevant excited states as expected from the Fermi-constants. ©2000 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!01508-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Although the nitrogen dioxide molecule is a simple ne
prolate asymmetric rotor, its absorption spectrum is v
dense and has a chaotic appearance~see, e.g., Refs. 1 and 2
recent absorption measurements over an extended frequ
range are reported in Ref. 3!. The high number of absorptio
lines is a result of the conical intersection of the electro
ground state of2A1 symmetry and the first electronicall
excited state of2B2 symmetry.4 Above the conical intersec
tion, which occurs around 10 000 cm21,5 the antisymmetric
stretch couples the highb2 vibrational levels of the elec
tronic ground state and the lowa1 vibrational levels of the
first electronically excited state to hybrid states withB2 vi-
bronic symmetry.6,7

To determine the contribution of both diabatic electron
states in the different hybrid states, we measure the hype
structure of the vibronic bands. The hyperfine structure
mainly caused by the Fermi-contact interaction. Consider
the two electronic states involved, the Fermi-contact inter

a!Present address: Department of Chemistry, University of Rochester, R
ester, New York 14627.
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tion constant in the electronic ground state is found to
147.26 MHz,8 whereas the Fermi-contact interaction term
the first electronically excited pure diabatic state will be
most zero.9 So the magnitude of the Fermi-contact intera
tion term of the hybrid state provides information about t
contribution of the high vibrational levels of the electron
ground state in the excited hybrid state.

In a previous paper we presented the results of the m
surements of 16 vibronic bands of theK250 stack in the
energy range of 11 210– 13 680 cm21.10

Only in a few cases have the transitions of theK251
stack been assigned to a vibronic band.11–14 This is not sur-
prising since the identification of the various transitions
difficult. We successfully relied on those assignments
measure fully resolved hyperfine spectra of the 13 352 cm21

vibronic band.15 A transition of theK251 stack can consis
of more than two groups of lines, as is often observed for
K250 stack, and can cover a rather large frequen
range.10,15 The transition frequency of a transition of th
K251 stack depends strongly on the value of theA8 rota-
tional constant, which can vary greatly going from one
bronic band to another. For instance,AA1

for the ~0,16,1!
h-
3 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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excited level at 13 316.7 cm21 of the electronic ground stat
is calculated to be 16.84 cm21,11 in great contrast toAB2

52.84 cm21 calculated for the equilibrium geometry of th
first electronically excited state.16 So, it is not unlikely that
different transitions of theK251 stack overlap and that a
experimental spectrum therefore consists of groups of li
corresponding to transitions of different transitions of t
K251 andK250 stack.

In this paper we present the measurements of the
systematic high-resolution study of NO2 of the K251 stack
of the vibronic bands at 13 395, 13 184 and 11 210 cm21 us-
ing bolometric detection.17 We will show that for the mea-
sured spectra of these vibronic bands the rovibronic inte
tions are weak enough not to perturb the regular rotatio
structure.

Of the vibronic band at 12 658 cm21 we present the com
plex spectrum of the region where the R~1! K251 and R~0!
K250 transitions overlap. To help assign the transitions
these overlapping spectra, the lower P- and R-transition
well as the lowest R~0! transition of the lowest hot band o
the K250 stack are presented.

Information about which vibrational levels of the ele
tronic ground state contribute to the vibronic state
achieved by determining theA8 rotational constant.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments are carried out using a homemade
lecular beam machine. The apparatus will be described o
briefly; for a more extensive description see Ref. 10.

The molecular beam machine consists of three ch
bers: a source chamber, an interaction chamber and a d
tor chamber.

The measurements are done with a 5% NO2 beam
seeded in helium and expanded through a 90mm nozzle into
the source chamber, leading to a rotational temperatur
about 8 K. Before the beam reaches the bolometer detec
is collimated several times, resulting in a Doppler width
about 7 MHz.

In the interaction chamber a chopped laser beam cro
the molecular beam 29 times at almost right angles, lead
to a Doppler shift to the blue of about 45 MHz.

The laser light has a bandwidth of less than 1 MHz a
is created with a single mode continuous wave~cw! Ti:Sap-
phire laser pumped by an all-lines Ar1-laser. The typical
output power used to measure the spectra is about 0.5 W

For the detection we use a composite silicon bolome
~Infrared Laboratories! at a working temperature of 1.6 K
The signals are measured phase-sensitively.

Simultaneously with the bolometer signal, frequen
markers from a homemade temperature stabilized et
(15060.2 MHz) are recorded for relative frequency assig
ment. The absolute frequencies are measured with
wavemeter~Burleigh! with an accuracy of 600 MHz accord
ing to the specifications of the manufacturer.

III. THEORY AND ANALYSIS

Considering NO2 as a prolate top, the lowest rotation
level N951 of the K251 stack of the electronic groun
loaded 20 Mar 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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state is equal in energy to theN954 rotational level of the
K250 stack. The population of theN951, K251 level is
about two-thirds of the population of theN950, K250
level at a rotational temperature of 8 K estimated for our
molecular beam. Taking into account the Ho¨nl-London fac-
tors for a symmetric top molecule, the intensity of the R~1!
K251 transition is expected to be about one-third the int
sity of the R~0! K250 transition.

The selection rules for the electric dipole transitions
not change going from theK250 stack to theK2Þ0 stacks,
so DK250 still holds, and only transitions between rot
tional levels of the electronic ground state and the first el
tronically excited state withA1 andA2 rovibronic symmetry
are electric dipole allowed forv382v39 even. For the bands
discussed in this paperv3950. Here, v38 and v39 label the
number of quanta in the asymmetric stretch vibration, wh
hasb2 symmetry, where the prime and double prime refer
the electronically excited state and the electronic grou
state, respectively. The rotational levels of theK250 stack
only exist for either evenN ~electronic ground state! or odd
N ~first electronically excited state!, and thus can give rise to
P- and R-branches only.K2Þ0 stacks comprise even as we
as oddN rotational levels in the electronic ground state a
first electronically excited state, and consequently theK2

51 stack has Q-branches in addition to P- and R-branc
Figure 1 is a schematic representation of the lowest ro
tional levels of theK251 stack and the most intense trans
tions starting from these levels. The corresponding repres

FIG. 1. Lowest rotational levels and corresponding transitions of theK2

51 stack (v395v3850). The fine- and hyperfine structure splittings a
omitted for clarity.
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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tation of the hyperfine levels of theK250 stack is given in
Fig. 2 of Ref. 10. The rotational levels are labeled asNK2K1

,

in which K2 and K1 are the projections ofN on the sym-
metry axis in the prolate and oblate limit, respectively. T
rovibronic symmetries are also indicated. For instance,

rovibronic symmetry of theÃ 2B2 212v3850 state isA1 . This
follows, since forN52, K251, K152, the rotational sym-
metry isB2 .18 Furthermore, because the vibrational symm
try is a1 (v3850) and the electronic symmetry isB2 , the
rovibronic symmetry isA1 . The sign of the combination o
both prolate symmetric top wave functions in the Wa
function is added as a superscripts in Fig. 1: 1 for the
symmetric combination,2 for the antisymmetric combina
tion. Note that for each value ofK2 only one value ofs is
allowed by the Pauli principle, applied to the bosonic oxyg
nuclei.

The spectra are analyzed by varying the fine- and hyp
fine structure parameters in the rotational Hamiltonian
the excited state so as to obtain the best fit of the experim
tal line positions, using the nonlinear least squa
procedure19 of Levenberg-Marquardt as describe
previously.10

The fine structure splitting is calculated by the expr
sion given by Lin20 @see also Eq.~4!, Ref. 10#. In this ex-
pression the rovibronic interactions between rotational lev
of different vibronic bands are considered to be small, so
fine structure splitting can be described by an effect
Hamiltonian in which only vibronic interactions play a rol
The hyperfine splitting is described by two terms: a relativ
large Fermi-contact interaction term and a usually mu
smaller dipolar spin-spin interaction term. The hyperfi
structure constants of the electronic ground state are
known from microwave experiments. In simulating the sp
tra, the three spin-rotation constants21 as well as the Fermi-
contact constant and the dipolar electron spin-nuclear
interaction constants8 for the electronic ground state are ke
fixed.

In the calculations we have used theJ-coupling scheme
as a basis, i.e.,N andS (S51/2) are coupled to an interme
diate angular momentumJ, which is then coupled with the
nitrogen spinI (I 51) to the total angular momentumF. F is
a good quantum number butJ is only approximately so. In
the spectra we have analyzed, mixing betweenJ-states is not
so strong thatJ completely loses its meaning, and therefore
is still useful for labeling the spectral lines~see caption to
Fig. 2!.

The ~hyper!fine structure for theK250 stack can be
determined using three adjustable parameters, the fine s
ture constantē85(ebb8 1ecc8 )/2 @see Eq.~5!, Ref. 10#, the
Fermi-contact interaction constants8 @see Eqs.~7! and ~8!,
Ref. 10# and the dipole-dipole interaction constantl8 @see
Eqs.~10! and ~11!, Ref. 10#.

Even from the spectra of theK251 stack we are no
able to determine all three fine stucture constants for the
electronically excited state. So we use the fine structure s
ting as the fit parameter instead of the fine structure cons
eNK @see Eq.~4!, Ref. 10# in simulating the transitions of the
K251 stack. The fine structure splitting is given as the e
ergy difference between the two fine structure levels in
loaded 20 Mar 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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J-coupling scheme limit (J5N61/2; for a positive splitting
the J5N11/2 level is lowest in energy!. For the hyperfine
structure splitting of the excited state we use the Fer
contact constant,s8, and the dipole-dipole constant,l8, as
in the simulations of the spectra of theK250 stack. In fact,
for K2Þ0 stacks the dipole-dipole tensor is described
two terms,l andt,20 which, for a givenK2 value, cannot be
fitted independently. For convenience we have takent8
equal zero, thus treatingl8 as an effective parameter, whic
cannot be directly compared withl8 obtained forK250
stacks.

If the Fermi-contact interaction constant of the first ele
tronically excited pure diabatic state is taken to be zero~spin-
restricted one-determinant approximation!, the value of the
Fermi-contact interaction constant is a direct measure of
weight of the electronic ground state in the hybrid eigenst
~see also Ref. 10!

^ŝ&n5qA1

n sA1
. ~1!

Here, ^ŝ&n is the Fermi-contact constant for the hybrid v
bronic state of interest,qA1

n is the contribution to this state

from the diabatic electronic ground state, andsA1
is the

Fermi-contact constant in the electronic ground state.
In the calculation of theA8 andB8 rotational constants

in the prolate limit we useA958.002 cm21 and B̄9(5(B9
1C9)/2)50.422 cm21 ~the distinct constants beingB9
50.4337 andC950.4104) for the electronic ground state8

FIG. 2. A K251 transition of the 13 184 vibronic band a
13 184.85– 13 185.00 cm21. Upper trace: experimental spectrum, low
traces: simulations of P- Q- and R-branch transitions, starting fromN955.
Transitions, except very weak ones, are labeled byi 2 f , wherei and f are
the energy level numbers of the ground state and the excited state, re
tively. The energy levels belonging to rotational stateN are numbered on
the basis of theJ-coupling scheme~see Sec. III! as follows. 1:F5J1I ,
J5N1S; 2: F5J, J5N1S; 3: F5J1I , J5N2S; 4: F5J2I , J5N
1S; 5: F5J, J5N2S; 6: F5J2I , J5N2S, whereS51/2 and I 51.
Note, however, thatJ is, in general, not a good quantum number.
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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One could refine the analysis by treating NO2 as an asym-
metric top. Because in our experiments absolute frequen
could be measured with an accuracy of only 0.02 cm21 and
the asymmetryB2C is of the same magnitude, and als
because the calculation ofA8 and B̄8 is based on a few
transitions at best, we have refrained from doing so. For
first electronically excited state, the asymmetry could
larger, up to about 0.1 cm21 at the equilibrium geometry
whereA8 is calculated to be 2.84 cm21.16 In the frequency
range studied here, however, the lowestA8-value is found to
be about 6.5 cm21, which implies that the asymmetry woul
be about 0.03 cm21, unless the inertial defect would be un
usually large. Thus, the asymmetry would be about equa
that for the ground state.

IV. RESULTS

In this section the results are presented of the meas
transitions of theK251 stack of the vibronic bands a
13 395.71, 13 352.68, 13 184.57, 12 658.38 and 11 210
cm21. The last value is taken from Ref. 7; the first thr
band origins are taken from a recent study by Delon a
Jost,22 in which previous laser induced fluorescence~LIF!,23

intracavity laser absorption spectroscopy~ICLAS!7 and laser
induced dispersed fluorescence spectroscopy~LIDFS!,24 are
complemented by improved LIF measurements in the reg
between 11 680 and 13 900 cm21. The updated values in
Ref. 22 may deviate more than 0.1 cm21 from previously
cited values.

A. Vibronic band at 13 395 cm À1

The fine structure splitting and hyperfine structure co
stants obtained from simulating the P~2! and P~3! K251
transitions of the 13 395 cm21 vibronic band are given in
Table I.

From the assignments of the P~2! K251 transition at
13 395.92 cm21 and the P~3! K251 transition at
13 395.13 cm21, we determineC850.409 cm21 from the dif-
ference between theN851 andN852 rotational levels of
the K251 stack. In this particular case there is no point
using the symmetric top approximation, since onlyC8 enters
the energy differences of interest.

The R~0! and P~2! transitions of theK250 stack are
found at the same transition frequencies as in the ICL
experiments of Georgeset al.7 The A8 rotational constant
can be calculated from the difference between either of
K250 transitions R~0! and P~2!, and the P~2! (K251) tran-
sition, usingC850.403. The twoA8 values so obtained ar
equal to 9.87 within 0.01 cm21. A859.87 cm21 is in agree-
ment with the value found from the same transitions, giv
in Ref. 22, viz. 9.85 cm21. Considerably smallerA8 values
were found from higherK2 transitions of the 13 395 cm21

band;25 Perrin et al.12 found only an average value ofA8
58.74 cm21 from theK250 – 4 transitions.

B. Vibronic band at 13 352 cm À1

The spectra measured for this vibronic band have b
reported in a previous paper.15 Because of the neglect o
nondiagonal elements of the spin-rotation coupling, conn
loaded 20 Mar 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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ing N andN61, for K251, some features in the Q~1! and
Q~2! transitions of theK251 stack could not be assigne
properly. Taking those nondiagonal elements into acco
significantly improves the fits of the experimental spect
but has a minor effect on the results for the Fermi-cont
constants and the rotational constants. For completeness
improved results for the 13 352 cm21 transition are included
in Table I.

From the K250 transitions it is found thatB̄8
50.404 cm21, which is in agreement with the valu
0.402 cm21 given in Ref. 22. Combining the data for th
K250 andK251 transitions, we findA8 values of about
9.5 cm21, which is considerably smaller thanA8
510.6 cm21 given by Delon and Jost.22 The latter value is,
however, considered doubtful by these authors.

C. Vibronic band at 13 184 cm À1

In addition to the R~0! K250 transition at
13 185.42 cm21 ~see Ref. 10!, we have measured a small pa
of the energy range in between the R~0! K250 transition
and the band origin of 13 184.62 cm21 as determined by
Georgeset al.7 and reassessed in Ref. 22 as 13 184.57. T
is the energy range where the transitions of theK251 stack
are expected to show up in the absorption spectrum.

Figure 2 shows the measured spectrum betw
13 184.85 and 13 185.00 cm21 and the simulation of the ex
perimental spectrum with the P~5!, Q~5! and R~5! transitions
of the K251 stack, respectively, fitted to the most inten
lines. Unfortunately, the assignments cannot be made on
basis of absolute frequencies for those transitions, since t
are not accurately known from other measurements.
simulations are illustrative of the difficulties that may b
encountered in assigning the measured transitions, par
larly if transitions between the higher rotational levels a
involved, since these all have roughly the same appeara

The details of the experimental spectrum are best rep
duced by the simulated spectrum of the P~5! K251 transi-
tion, although assignment to the Q~5! K251 transition can-
not be entirely excluded. Other options, e.g., assigning
transition as P~4! and P~6!, give less satisfactory fits of the
most intense lines and, moreover, incorrect positions of
central weak hyperfine components around 1500 and 3
MHz, which are only just visible in the experimental spe
trum.

If we assign the spectrum between 1000 and 4200 M
as P~5! K251, it is most obvious to assign the lines arou
500 MHz as being part of the P~6! K251 transition. How-
ever, this leads to an averaged rotational constantB̄8

50.494 cm21. This is way off the value ofB̄850.424 cm21

that is consistent with the position of the R~0! K250 band
relative to the band origin given by Delon and Jost.22 Reas-
signing the 13 184.99 cm21 transition as Q~5! and identifying
the 13 184.87 cm21 structure with Q~4! or, alternatively, with
Q~6!, also leads to large discrepancies with the values ofB̄8
andA8 reported by Delon and Jost.22

Because we could not scan the spectrum in this regio
lower frequencies, we have no clue as to which transition
structure in Fig. 2 around 500 MHz belongs. If we igno
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE I. Fitted fine- and hyperfine structure parameters~in MHz! of transitions belonging to the vibronic band located at 13 395.65, 13 352.68, 13 18
12 658.34 and 11 210.65 cm21. Errors are two times the standard deviation of the fit.

Band origin~cm21!a Transition Freq.~cm21!b Exc. level Finec s8 l8d Rot. const.~cm21!e

13 395.71 K250f ē8
R~0! 13 396.59 N851 108661 5461 661
P~2! 13 394.08 N851 108661 5261 561

K251 fss
P~2! 13 395.92 N851 777361 5961 21061 C850.409
P~3! 13 395.13 N852 226162 6962 2968 A859.87

13 352.68 K250f ē8
R~0! 13 353.48 N851 17464 12166 962
R~2! 13 354.99 N853 21761 12867 367 B̄850.404

K251g fss
Q~1! 13 354.18 N851 651761 13061 2863 A859.53
Q~2! 13 353.97 N852 295263 12365 2569 A859.40
R~1! 13 355.72 N852 295462 12364 21869 A859.45

13 184.57 K250f ē8
R~0! 13 185.42 N851 53061 8961 761

K251g fss
P~5! 13 184.99 N854 2252861 10364 22865 A8512.62

12 658.38 K250f ē8
R~0! 12 659.28 N851 77861 4361 1061
P~2! 12 656.77 N851 77761 4261 1161

R~0! hoth 11 909.59 N851 77761 4061 1461
R~2! 12 661.15 N853 5661 6165 1064 B̄138 50.440
P~4! 12 655.24 N853 5661 6564 463
P~6! 12 653.91 N855 22061 6561 762 B̄358 50.442

K251g fss
R~1! 12 659.28 N852 545361 5962 21365 B̄850.432
R~3! 12 661.11 N854 6069 212612 A857.14

11 210.65 K250f ē8
R1/2(0) 11 211.50 N851

P~2! 11 208.91 N851 2125561 8161 2861
K251 fss
R~1! 11 211.11 N852 320863 8565 212611 A856.75
K250 hot band; origin at 11 960.81 cm21

R3/2(0) ~0,1,0! 11 211.84 N851 v295749.6621 i
B̄950.423

P3/2(2) ~0,1,0! 11 209.30 N851 v295749.68 cm21 i

aLabeling according to Delon and Jost~Ref. 22! and Georgeset al. ~Ref. 7!.
bFrequencies correspond to transitions between the corresponding rotational levels~without fine- and hyperfine structure splittings!. Measured with an
accuracy of 0.02 cm21, as given by the wavemeter manufacturer.

cFor K250, the entry isē, for K251 it is the fine structure splitting~fss! between theJ5N11/2 andJ5N21/2 fine structure levels; for a positive splittin
the J5N11/2 level is lowest in energy.

dFor K2151 stacks,l8 is an effective electron-14N spin dipole-dipole interaction, sincet8 is arbitrarily set to zero~see text for explanation!.
eRotational constants as calculated from the transition positions of the corresponding row in combination with other transitions in the same vibronic band~see
text for further explanation!.

fSee Ref. 10.
gFor further explanation see text.
hThe constants of the vibrational ground state of the electronic ground state are used in the simulation.
iv295749.6485 cm21 as determined by Cabanaet al. ~Ref. 26!.
r-

ing
e fit

r-
this structure and assume thatB̄850.423 cm21,22 the A8 ro-
tational constant calculated from theK250, R~0! band and
the K251, P~5! band is 12.62 cm21, slightly smaller than
the value given in Ref. 22, 12.75 cm21.

D. Vibronic band at 12 658 cm À1

The assignment of the R~0! K250 transition is compli-
cated by the overlap with the R~1! K251 transition. Our
decomposition of the experimental spectrum into the R~0!
K250 and R~1! K251 transitions is supported by measu
loaded 20 Mar 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
ing this energy region at different temperatures and back
pressures. Further evidence for the correct values of th
parameters for theN851 K250 rotational level deter-
mined via the R~0! K250 transition is obtained by measu
ing the P~2! K250 transition and the R~0! K250 ~0,1,0!
hot band.

In addition, we measured transitions to theN853 @R~2!
and P~4! transitions# and N855 @the P~6! transition# rota-
tional levels of theK250 stack.

Figure 3 shows schematically theK250,1 transitions
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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of the vibronic band at 12 658.34 cm21 and the rotational
levels involved. Fine- and hyperfine structures are omit
for clarity.

In Fig. 4 we show the experimental spectrum of the e
ergy region around 12 659.28 cm21 where the R~0! K250
and R~1! K251 transitions overlap. The figure also show
the simulated spectra of the R~0! K250 transition, the R~1!
K251 transition and the sum of both simulated spectra. T
sum spectrum is obtained by taking the R~0! K250 and
R~1! K251 spectra with a ratio of 1:0.4~corresponding to a
rotational temperature of 9 K!, which is close to the ratio o
about 1:0.3 expected for a rotational temperature of 8
assumed in Sec. III.

The fine structure constant, Fermi-contact constant
dipole-dipole constant for the R~0! K250 transition, as well
as the fine structure splitting and hyperfine structure c
stants obtained from the R~1! K251 transition, are listed in
Table I.

To verify the assignment of the lines of the R~0! K2

50 transition, we measured the P~2! K250 transition and
the R~0! K250 ~0,1,0! hot band. All these transitions hav
the sameN851 rotational level in common~see Fig. 3!.
Figure 5 shows the R~0! K250 hot band at 11 909.59 cm21.
For the electronic ground state in the simulation of the
band spectrum we used the fine- and hyperfine constan
the lowest vibrational level of the electronic ground sta
The constants obtained from the best fit of these transit
are also listed in Table I and do agree very well with t

FIG. 3. Schematic overview of the measured transitions and rotational
els involved of the 12 658 vibronic band. The fine- and hyperfine struc
splittings are omitted for clarity.
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constants determined for the R~0! K250 transition (ē8
5778, s8543, l8510 MHz). From the hot band measure
ment we determinedv295749.69 cm21. This is slightly
higher than the valuev295749.6485 cm21 given by Cabana
et al. for the electronic ground state.26

Although the R~0!, P~2! and R~0! hot band transitions of
theK250 stack all have the sameN851 rotational level in
common, Fig. 4 shows a mismatch in intensity between
experimental and simulated spectra for the R3/2~0! transition
around 1600 MHz. A similar, but much smaller mismatch
present in the P~2! spectrum. It is absent, however, in th
R~0! hot band spectrum shown in Fig. 5. We shall return
these discrepancies in Sec. V.

The R~2! K250 transition connected with theN8
53 K250 rotational level is shown in Fig. 6.

The Fermi-contact constant obtained via the R~2! and
P~4! transitions for theN853 level of theK250 stack is
about 63 MHz. For theN855 level of theK250 stack we
determined a similar Fermi-contact interaction constant of
MHz. The Fermi-contact constant of about 42 MHz, o
tained via the R~0!, P~2! and R~0! hot band transitions for the
N851 level of theK250 stack are similar to each other, b
are significantly lower than the Fermi-contact constants
about 64 MHz determined for the other rotational levels.

From the energy differences between theN851 and
N853 rotational levels of theK250 stack we determined
B̄850.440 cm21. This is in very good agreement with th
averaged rotational constant ofB̄850.441 cm21 determined
by Georgeset al.7 for these rotational levels, and the valu
given in Ref. 22,B̄850.439 cm21. The energy difference
between theN853 and N855 rotational levels of the
K250 stack leads toB̄850.442 cm21, exactly the same as
determined by Georgeset al.

From the small difference between the R~1! K251 and

v-
e

FIG. 4. R~0! K250 and R~1! K251 transitions at 12 659.28 cm21 of the
12 658 vibronic band. Upper trace: experimental spectrum. Lower tra
simulations. The simulations have been added to obtain a sum spectru
compare. For an explanation of the line-labeling, see caption, Fig. 2. N
that for the R~0! K250 transition, there are only two levels in the groun
state, and five in the excited state.
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 5. R~0! K250 ~0,1,0! hot band at 11 909.59 cm21

of the 11 908 cold vibronic band. Upper trace: expe
mental spectrum. Lower trace: simulation. For an e
planation of the line-labeling, see caption, Figs. 2 and
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R~0! K250 transitions, and takingB̄850.441 cm21 for the
excited state, we determineA857.11 cm21 for the vibronic
band at 12 658.38 cm21. Using these values ofB̄8 and A8,
and the band origin, the only transition of theK251 stack
around 12 661 cm21 is the R~3! K251 transition
(12 661.24 cm21). When we assign the lines a
12 661.11 cm21, see Fig. 6, as the R9/2~3! K251 transition,
then from the difference of the R~1! and R~3! transitions we
determine aB̄8 rotational constant of 0.432 cm21 for the
K251 stack. Using this rotational constant we obta
A857.14 cm21.

The A8 value given by Delon and Jost,22 8.56 cm21, is
significantly larger. We have found no explanation for th
discrepancy.

E. Energy region around 11 210 cm À1

Assignments of the transitions of the vibronic band
11 210.65 cm21 are complicated by interference from the h
bands of the vibronic band at 11 960.81 cm21. An additional
experimental problem was that the laser would not scan a
frequencies in this energy region, probably because of
abundance of water absorptions in this region.

Via the P~2! K250 transition we determined a fin
structure constant of21255 MHz for theN851 rotational
level of theK250 stack~see Ref. 10 and Table I!. Combin-
ing this fine structure constant with the measur
R1/2~0! K250 transition at 11 211.50 cm21, the
R3/2~0! K250 transition is expected at 11 211.43 cm21. Un-
fortunately, we could not scan this part of the absorpt
spectrum because of experimental problems. However,
measured a quite weak R3/2~0! K250 transition at
11 211.84 cm21, which does not belong to the 11 210 v
bronic band. We were able to assign this transition as
R3/2~0! K250 ~0,1,0! hot band of the 11 960 vibronic band
One doublet of this hot band was expected to occur
11 211.89 cm21 by Jost.25 The corresponding R3/2~0! K2

50 cold band of the 11 960 cold vibronic band is found
11 961.50 cm21.10 From the difference between the co
loaded 20 Mar 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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band and the corresponding hot band we determinev29
5749.66 cm21, which is very close to the value ofv29
5749.6485 cm21 found by Cabanaet al.26

The P3/2~2! K250 ~0,1,0! hot band of the cold vibronic
band at 11 961 cm21 is measured at 11 209.30 cm21 ~ex-
pected at 11 209.36 cm21 by Jost25!. The difference between
the hot band and cold band leads tov295749.68 cm21. From
the R3/2~0! K250 and P3/2~2! K250 ~0,1,0! hot bands we
determineB̄950.423 cm21 for the vibrational level of the
electronic ground state with one quantum in the symme
bending mode.

The fine structure splitting and hyperfine structure co
stants obtained from the best fit of the R~1! K251 transition
at 11 211.11 cm21 are listed in Table I. From the measure
R1/2~0! K250 transition at 11 211.50 cm21 and takingB̄8
50.440 cm21,7 we determineA856.75 cm21 from the R~1!
K251 transition at 11 211.11 cm21.

FIG. 6. R~2! K250 transition at 12 661.15 cm21 of the 12 658 vibronic
band. The lines around 200 MHz, however, are most likely to be assigne
a fine structure component of the R~3! K251 transition, as the simulated
spectrum~below! shows. Upper trace: experimental spectrum. Lower tra
R~2! K250 and R~3! K251 simulations. For an explanation of the line
labeling, see caption, Fig. 2. The labels for theK251 transition lines are
distinguished from those of the R~2! K250 transition by primes.
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE II. Determined Fermi-contact constant,s8, A8 rotational constant and contributions of the electron
ground state and first electronically excited state for the measured vibronic bands. The Fermi-contact c
of the ground vibronic state is 147.26 MHz~Ref. 8!. Also included areA8 values given in Ref. 22. Entries in
the last column are calculated, hypothetical,AA1

values for the vibrational level~s! of the electronic ground
state, participating in the excited hybrid state.

Vibr. band s8 ~MHz! A8 ~cm21! A8 ~cm21!a
(X̃ 2A1 %) (Ã 2B2 %) AA1

~cm21!

13 395 P~2!: 59 9.87 9.85 40 60 20.6
P~3!: 69 47 53 17.9

13 352b Q~1!: 130 9.53 88 12 10.5
Q~2!: 123 9.40 10.6c 84 16 10.7
R~1!: 123 9.45 84 16 10.7

13 184 P~5!: 103 12.62 12.75 70 30 16.9
12 658 R~1!: 59 7.14 8.65 40 60 13.8

R~3!: 60 41 59 13.5
11 210 R~1!: 85 6.75 58 42 9.2

aFrom Ref. 22.
bSee Ref. 15.
cConsidered doubtful~Ref. 22!.
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V. DISCUSSION

The experimental bolometric spectra are fitted to a fi
structure splitting, a Fermi-contact interaction constant,s8,
and a dipolar electron spin-nuclear spin interaction const
l8. Similar to theK250 stack,10 the transitions of theK2

51 stack are simulated under the assumption that the e
tive Hamiltonian model is valid. The very good agreeme
between the experimental and calculated relative intens
for four of these transitions is an indication of the absence
appreciable rovibronic interactions implicitly excluded in t
effective Hamiltonian model. If rovibronic interactions we
completely absent, one could expect that the Fermi-const
obtained for different rotational states in a given vibron
state would be equal. Thes8 values found for different ro-
tational levels in each of the vibronic bands at 11 21
13 352, and 13 395 cm21 have comparable values~see Tables
I and II!, indicating that rovibronic interactions are wea
Also for the N852 to 5 rotational levels of the 12 658 cm21

vibronic band,s8 values between 59 and 65 MHz are foun
As mentioned above, the N851 rotational sublevel of this
band behaves differently~vide infra!. For the 13 184 cm21

band, thes8 values for the N851 and N854 levels have
still comparable values, though the difference is somew
larger than in the foregoing examples.

In general, such differences may be attributed to sm
rovibronic interactions. As explained previously by Delo
et al.,27 rovibronic interactions may couple, for instanc
N51, K250 B2 vibronic states with N51, K251 or
N52, K251 A2 vibronic states. If the coupling is stron
enough, transitions to otherwise dark states become poss
resulting in ‘‘extra lines.’’27 If the rovibronic interactions are
weak, they may, in principle, still lead to noticeable chang
in the effectivehyperfine coupling constant~and generally
larger changes in the fine structure splitting!, whereas the
intensity changes of the~hyper!fine structure remain small
The effective constants are obtained from a fit under
assumption that rovibronic couplings are absent, and thus
related to the level shifts caused by the rovibronic inter
tion. The level shifts determine the degree of mixin
 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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whereas the intensities depend on the squares of the mi
coefficients.

We have also considered the possibility of a local ro
bronic coupling to explain the difference between thes8
value for the N851 level and thes8 values of the N852
25 levels of the 12 658 cm21 vibronic band. Moreover, this
should also explain the intensity mismatch between
R3/2~0! K250 and the R1/2~0! K250 lines, Fig. 4, men-
tioned above. Specifically, rovibronic coupling with anN
52, K251 state of another vibronic band would only a
fect theJ53/2 levels, i.e., decrease the intensity of the tra
sitions to those levels, and not to theJ51/2 levels, which is
just what is observed for the R~0! and P~2! spectra. If there
were multiple rovibronic couplings, one would also expe
deviations from the calculated intensities for the hyperfi
components of the lines, as is observed for higher-lying
bronic states~see, e.g., Ref. 28; see also a recent study29 in
which transient grating spectroscopy is used to resolve
perfine structures in the 20 500 cm21 region!. This is not the
case here, which indicates that, if rovibronic interacti
plays a role, only a single coupling is involved. The coupli
should be strong enough in order to decrease the intens
of theJ53/2 lines appreciably. Apart from affecting the lin
intensities, the rovibronic interaction could also explain t
much larger fine structure splitting compared with tho
found from the R~2!, P~4! and P~6! transitions toN853 and
N855 of the K250 stack ~see Table I!. In addition, the
difference between the~effective! Fermi constants found fo
these rotational states would be accounted for.

This explanation is, however, not quite satisfactory as
as the line intensities are concerned. If the mismatch of
intensities in the R~0! K250 spectrum is to be explained b
a rovibronic coupling, this cannot at the same time expl
why the discrepancy is much smaller in the P~2! spectrum
and even almost absent in the R~0! hot band spectrum. We
have not yet found an explanation for this puzzling resul

At this point it is of interest to mention an observatio
by Delon and Jost22 ~see also Ref. 30!, namely that the next
neighbor spacing distribution changes rather abruptly fr
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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the fourth polyad~around 11 960 cm21) to the fifth polyad.
Since the last polyad is around 12 650 cm21, this observation
may have a bearing on the interpretation of our results for
12 658 cm21 band described above.

In Table II, the Fermi-contact constants,s8, andA8 val-
ues are listed as determined from theK251 stack transi-
tions. Furthermore, the relative contributions of the el
tronic ground state and first electronically excited state
given as determined by the Fermi-contact constants.

The Fermi-contact constant obtained via theK251
stack transitions is in most cases similar to the Fermi-con
constant obtained via theK250 stack of the same vibroni
band.

The last column of Table II lists theAA1
rotational con-

stant obtained for the high vibrational level~s! of the elec-
tronic ground state as calculated by@A85qA1

n AA1
(En)

1qB2

n AB2
(En)#. We usedAB2

52.72 cm21 for the first diaba-

tic electronically excited state and the measuredA8-value for
the hybrid excited state.

The significant Fermi-contact constant for the 11 210
bronic band shows the strong vibronic coupling of the el
tronic ground state and first electronically excited state
low as 11 210 cm21. The large contribution of the electroni
ground state in the hybrid excited states is confirmed by
A8 rotational constants deduced from theK251 stack mea-
surements.

The 13 395 vibronic band, the 12 658 vibronic band a
the 11 210 vibronic band all have roughly half the charac
of each of the electronic ground state and first electronic
excited state. The contribution of the first electronically e
cited state is assigned to originate mainly from vibratio
levels with quanta in the bending mode. According to cal
lations by Leonardi and Petrongolo,31 the 13 395, 12 658 and
11 210 vibronic bands are associated with the~0,5,0!, ~0,4,0!
and ~0,2,0! vibrational levels of the first electronically ex
cited state, respectively.

Vibrational levels of the first electronically excited sta
will mainly couple to nearby vibrational levels of the ele
tronic ground state, so stepping down the bending vibratio
ladder in the first electronically excited state, we expect
step down in the vibrational ladder of the electronic grou
state as well, for which levels the molecule has a decrea
AA1

rotational constant. For the vibronic bands at 13 3

12 658 and 11 210 cm21 one can see that theAA1
rotational

constant associated with the coupled high vibrational leve~s!
of the electronic ground state, indeed decreases with dec
ing vibronic band energy.

Calculations by Hallin and Merer11 of theAA1
rotational

constant for high vibrational levels of the electronic grou
state, show that for a given vibrational energy theAA1

rota-

tional constant is higher for vibrational levels with a rel
tively large number of quanta in the bending mode. T
13 395 vibronic band is illustrative of such a type of beha
ior. The 2B2-electronic character of this vibronic band
found to be mainly associated with the~0,5,0! vibrational
level of the first electronically excited state. The large va
of the AA1

rotational constant suggests that t
loaded 20 Mar 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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2A1-electronic character is also associated with a vibratio
level with relatively many quanta in the symmetric bendi
mode. The 13 352 vibronic band corresponds to a sim
energy as well as a similarA8 value compared to the 13 39
vibronic band. The electronic character of the 13 352
bronic band, however, is mainly2A1 ~see Ref. 10 and Table
II !. Moreover, the relatively smallAA1

value indicates that

the vibrational character is also completely different fro
that of the 13 395 vibronic band.

VI. SUMMARY

In the present paper we analyzed transitions of theK2

51 stacks of five different vibronic bands, one of which w
studied previously.15 In the analyses, rovibronic interaction
are assumed to be absent. This assumption is corroborate
the excellent agreement of the calculated with the measu
line intensities, and the similarity of the Fermi-contact inte
action constants for different rotational sublevels of the sa
vibronic band. Then the Fermi-contact interaction const
may be used as a quantitative measure of the electr
ground state character of the vibronic states studied.

The mismatches found in the intensities of the fine str
ture components of different transitions to theN851 level of
the 12 658 cm21 band, may partly be explained by a rov
bronic interaction with a single other vibronic state. Such
interaction could also explain the differences ins8 values
between theN851 rotational substate on the one hand, a
theN852 – 5 substates on the other, as well as the differe
in the hyperfine splittings between theN851 andN853 and
5 levels. If the interaction is real, its identification could he
in identifying the vibronic state involved. The intensity mi
match between the two hyperfine components is, howe
not the same for different transitions from the ground state
theN851 level. We have not yet found a satisfactory exp
nation for this behavior.

In contrast to the transitions of theK250 stacks, tran-
sitions of theK251 stacks also provide values of theA8
rotational constants in the excited vibronic state. A clear c
relation is found between the Fermi-constants,s8, and the
A8 constants, as could be expected, since both depend o
relative contribution of the constituent electronic states in
vibronic state. In addition, theA8 constant also depends o
the nature of the vibrational states that contribute to the
bronic state.

Therefore, measuring boths8 and A8 values and com-
bining these with calculations of the vibrational decompo
tion and assignments, such as carried out by Leonardi
Petrongolo,31 and more recently also by Salzgeberet al.,32 is
a valuable tool in analyzing the nature of vibronic stat
Such a combination of experiment and theory is promis
for a reliable electronic and vibrational characterization
the vibronic levels in NO2. Starting at the conical intersec
tion it might provide a sound basis for attempts to charac
ize higher-lying vibronic states up into the chaotically beha
ing region.
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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